Web-based Analysis and Reporting
for Quality Improvement

Statit e-QC
Create a quality portal to simplify your data analysis
and reporting processes.
While most companies have enormous amounts of
data, it is not typically available to users in a way that
allows them to quickly and easily spot trends, anticipate problems, and identify underlying causes.
Statit Software has the solution with Statit e-QC, a
dynamic Web-based application that serves as a
quality portal, allowing you to easily and costeffectively integrate a wide array of information, while
providing a centralized system for quality improvement analysis and reporting.
Use the immediate, interactive and powerful capabilities of the Web to distribute quality improvement
analysis across your enterprise.

Build a quality-focused enterprise.
As a result of using Statit e-QC, anyone in your
enterprise can contribute to quality improvement
efforts. As a result of being able to pinpoint and
correct problems in their area, they can have a
positive effect on overall costs, consumer satisfaction,
and product quality for your company.
Depend upon the enterprise quality improvement
software experts at Statit Software.
Join other manufacturing leaders like IBM, Nokia,
Emerson Process and Precision Castparts Corp., who
have looked to Statit Software for software, training,
education, and support to bring quality programs
on-line.

Statit e-QC accesses information from a wide array of
heterogeneous corporate databases and data file
types. From within a web browser, authorized internal
or external users view and analyze their operations in
real-time, or scan automated reports.
Statit e-QC is configurable to meet a wide range of
information needs and skill levels; easy to use,
support, and access; and still powerful enough to
provide in-depth quality analysis and reporting.

live.statit.com

Q&A

Statit e-QC and Enterprise-wide Quality Improvement
Q: What is Statit e-QC?
A: Statit e-QC is a continuous quality improvement
strategy based on Internet technology that
fundamentally changes the way a manufacturer
approaches the issue of insuring quality products
and services. By empowering individuals across
the system with access to quality analysis and
reporting capabilities through common Web
browsers, it expands the responsibility for quality
from the hands of a few individuals or specific
divisions to include the whole organization.
With Statit e-QC, everyone in the organization
takes on the responsibility to continually assess,
improve, and monitor quality. The results are
more satisfied customers, more efficient
processes, improved productivity, and ultimately,
increased profitability.
Q: How does Statit e-QC work with our data?
A: Rather than dictate a specific data source or
format, or implement a proprietary data storage
mechanism, Statit e-QC takes an open approach
to accessing data. Statit e-QC can access data
from any popular database, as well as data files.
The software can provide reporting for the users
by accessing data from multiple disparate data
sources. Statit can also write back to your data
sources, so as to include comments, corrective
actions, and assignable causes.

Q: Can Statit e-QC notify users of alerts or out-ofcontrol conditions?
A: Statit e-QC can automatically send email notifications
to users based on any SPC or business rule violations.
Depending on the severity of such violations, different
emails can be sent to different users or groups. Statit
e-QC can also automatically update the built-in report
dashboard so users can address those areas most in
need of attention.
Q: What type of drill-down capability is available in
Statit e-QC?
A: Because of the interactive nature of the web-based
Statit e-QC application, various actions can take
place when a user clicks on reports. They can drill
down multiple levels through their data; operators
can be asked to enter comments or data. In addition,
web sites, documents or other applications can be
launched.
Q: What system requirements are needed to run Statit
e-QC?
A: Statit e-QC requires a Microsoft web server to run the
application. Users need nothing more than a common
web browser to access and analyze the quality data.

More Quality Improvement Products and Services from Statit Software
Statit e-Server . Construct quality systems Statit Express QC . Designed to
built on Statit’s powerful statistics and
streamline the process of analyzing
graphics engine.
quality improvement data by
emphasizing ease-of-use. Particularly
suited for casual or entry-level users.
Statit Custom QC . A completely
customizable quality control solution
that enables you to create unique
Education Services . Product training
procedures, menus, and dialogs to
and educational courses are provided to
match your needs precisely. Includes
help you master quality improvement
the capability for publishing Statit
techniques using your Statit products.
reports and graphs to an intranet,
extranet, or public website.

The Leader in Enterprise Quality Improvement Software Solutions
Enterprise, Application Developer, and Desktop Products
Consulting, Education, and Support Services

Solution Services . Our programmers and
consultants can work with you to
develop and deploy custom solutions
using Statit products.
Product Services . Technical support is
offered to increase your productivity,
provide help with troubleshooting, and
expand your software knowledge.
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